Abstract. This is a survey of some aspects of the subject of approximation properties for locally compact quantum groups, based on lectures given at the Topological Quantum Groups Graduate School, 28 June -11 July, 2015 in Bed lewo, Poland. We begin with a study of the dual notions of amenability and co-amenability, and then consider weakenings of these properties in the form of the Haagerup property and weak amenability. For discrete quantum groups, the interaction between these properties and various operator algebra approximation properties are investigated. We also study the connection between central approximation properties for discrete quantum groups and monoidal equivalence for their compact duals. We finish by discussing the central weak amenability and central Haagerup property for free quantum groups.
Introduction
The purpose of this survey is to give readers interested in operator algebraic quantum group theory a light introduction to the study of approximation properties for locally compact quantum groups. This survey is not a complete one on this subject by any means. Instead, we choose in these notes to focus our attention on four important concepts: amenability, co-amenability, the Haagerup property, and weak amenability.
The study of approximation properties for locally compact groups has a long history, and has many interactions with various branches of mathematics, including probability theory, ergodic theory and dynamics, and (of course) operator algebra theory. From the perspective of operator algebras, the study of group approximation properties gained central importance with the seminal work of Haagerup [46] , who showed that the reduced free group C˚-algebras Cr pF k q have the metric approximation property, despite being non-nuclear when k ě 2. Haagerup obtained this result by first showing that the free groups possess a certain approximation property, now called the Haagerup property, which can be thought of as an amenability-like condition. Building on this work, Cowling and Haagerup [27] introduced the concept of weak amenability for locally compact groups and showed that this weak form of amenability is also satisfied by the free groups and real rank one semisimple Lie groups. The connection to operator algebras here is that a discrete group is weakly amenable if and only if its group von Neumann algebra LpGq has the weak˚completely bounded approximation property [47] . In recent years, the Haagerup property and weak amenability for groups has also had spectacular application's in Popa's deformation/rigidity program for von Neumman algebras. See [66, 22] and the references therein.
The theory of locally compact quantum groups generalizes the theory of locally compact groups, and contains many interesting examples arising from various free probabilistic, combinatorial, and non-commutative geometric constructions (see [7, 71, 85, 84, 86] ). In Date: May 9, 2016. 1 particular, locally compact quantum groups give rise to interesting and highly non-trivial quantum analogues of group C˚-/von Neumann algebras, and it is natural to develop a parallel theory of approximation properties for quantum groups and study its interaction with the structure of these corresponding operator algebras. The main goal of this survey is to develop some of this theory, focusing on both the parallels and the distinctions between the classical and quantum worlds. At this stage in the game, the theory of approximation properties for general locally compact quantum groups is still in its infancy, with may unresolved open problems and issues. It is our hope that this survey will inspire readers to pursue questions on this interesting research topic.
1.1. Organization of the paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains some basic facts on locally compact quantum groups that we will use throughout the paper. In section 3, we begin our study of approximation properties with a discussion of amenability and co-amenability for locally compact quantum groups. Here, we study the dualities between amenability and co-amenability and their connections with nuclearity/injectivity for quantum group operator algebras. We also give a proof of the quantum Kesten amenability criterion for discrete quantum groups, and use this to characterize the amenability of free orthogonal quantum groups and Woronowicz' SU q p2q quantum group. In section 4, we start to pave the way for studying more general approximation properties for quantum groups by introducing the Fourier algebra and describing the completely bounded Fourier multipliers on this algebra. In Section 5, we use these structures to define the Haagerup property and weak amenability for general locally compact quantum groups, and discuss some basic features of these properties. In Section 6, we restrict our attention to discrete quantum groups for the remainder of the paper. Here we study the interaction between (weak) amenability and the Haagerup property with various operator algebra approximation properties, like nuclearity, injectivity, the Haagerup approximation property, and the completely bounded approximation property. In the unimodular case, we prove several equivalences between quantum group approximation properties and operator algebra approximation properties. In Section 7 we introduce central analogues of (weak) amenability and the Haagerup property, and show that these properties are equivalent to their non-central versions in the unimodular case. In Section 8, we show how central approximation properties for discrete quantum groups are preserved by monoidal equivalences between their compact duals. Finally, in Section 9 we use the theory developed in the previous sections to study approximation properties for free quantum groups, focusing mainly on the case of free orthogonal quantum groups.
1.2. Some further reading. As stated before, we only focus in this paper on a few aspects of the theory of quantum group approximation properties. In particular, we don't say anything about Kazhdan's property (T) for locally compact quantum groups. For the very recent and remarkable developments on this topic, we refer the reader to [21, 2, 40] . We also don't consider any of the applications of these approximation properties to structural properties of the operator algebras associated to these quantum groups (e.g. strong solidity, prime factorization results, ...). See [48, 49, 35] . Another aspect of the theory that we do not touch here are external approximation properties for quantum groups. For example, 2.1. Locally compact quantum groups. Let us first recall from [55] and [56] that a (von Neumann algebraic) locally compact quantum group (lcqg) is a quadruple G " pM, ∆, ϕ, ψq, where M is a von Neumann algebra, ∆ : M Ñ MbM is a co-associative coproduct, i.e. a unital normal˚-homomorphism such that pι b ∆q˝∆ " p∆ b ιq˝∆, and ϕ and ψ are normal faithful semifinite weights on M such that pι b ϕq∆pxq " ϕpxq1 and pψ b ιq∆pxq " ψpxq1 px P M`q.
We call ϕ and ψ the left Haar weight and the right Haar weight of G, respectively, and we write L 8 pGq for the quantum group von Neumann algebra M. Associated with each locally compact quantum group G, there is a reduced quantum group C*-algebra C 0 pGq Ď L 8 pGq with coproduct ∆ : x P C 0 pGq Þ Ñ ∆pxq P MpC 0 pGq b C 0 pGqq Ď L 8 pGqbL 8 pGq.
Here we let MpBq denote the multiplier algebra of a C*-algebra B. Therefore, pC 0 pGq, ∆q together with ϕ and ψ restricted to C 0 pGq is a C*-algebraic locally compact quantum group in the sense of [55] .
Using the left Haar weight ϕ, we can apply the GNS construction to obtain an inner product xΛ ϕ pxq|Λ ϕ pyqy " ϕpy˚xq on N ϕ " tx P L 8 pGq : ϕpx˚xq ă 8u, and thus obtain a Hilbert space L 2 pGq " L 2 pG, ϕq. Here, Λ ϕ : N ϕ Ñ L 2 pGq is the canonical injection. Let L 1 pGq " L 8 pGq˚be the predual of L 8 pGq. Then the pre-adjoint of ∆ induces on L 1 pGq a completely contractive Banach algebra product
where we let p b denote the operator space projective tensor product. We will also use the symbol ‹ to denote the induced left/right module actions of L 1 pGq on L 8 pGq:
Using the Haar weights, one can construct an antipode S on L 8 pGq satisfying pS b ιqW " W˚. Since, in general, S is unbounded on L 8 pGq, we can not use S to define an involution on L 1 pGq. However, we can consider a dense subalgebra L 1 7 pGq of L 1 pGq, which is defined to be the collection of all ω P L 1 pGq such that there exists ω 7 P L 1 pGq with xω 7 , xy " xω, Spxq˚y for each x P DpSq. It is known from [54] and [56, Section 2] that L 1 7 pGq is an involutive Banach algebra with involution ω Þ Ñ ω 7 and norm }ω} 7 " maxt}ω}, }ω 7 }u.
Representations of locally compact quantum groups.
A representation pπ, Hq of a locally compact quantum group G is a non-degenerate completely contractive homomorphism π : L 1 pGq Ñ BpHq whose restriction to L The correspondence is given by πpωq " pω b ιqU π P BpHq pω P L 1 pGqq.
We call U π the unitary representation of G associated with π. Given two representations pπ, H π q and pσ, H σ q, we can obtain new representations by forming their tensor product and direct sum. The unitary operator
We call the representation pπ b σ, H π b H σ q the tensor product of π and σ. The direct sum pπ ' σ, H π ' H σ q of π and σ is given by the representation
For representations pπ, Hq of G, one can consider all of the usual notions of (ir)reducibility, intertwiner spaces, unitary equivalence, and so on, that can be considered for representations of general Banach algebras. In particular, given π, σ as above, we write
for the space of intertwiners between π and σ.
The left regular representation of G is defined by 
whereŴ " ΣW˚Σ. We can find Haar weightsφ andψ to turn p G " pL 8 p p Gq,∆,φ,ψq into a locally compact quantum group -the Pontryagin dual of G. Repeating this argument for the dual quantum group p G , we get the left regular representation
It turns out that C 0 pGq and L 8 pGq are just the norm and σ-weak closure ofλpL 1 p p Gqq in BpL 2 pGqq, respectively. This gives us the quantum group version of Pontryagin duality
There is a universal representation π u : L 1 pGq Ñ BpH u q and we obtain the universal quan-
By the universal property, every representation
Gq. Considering the duality, we can obtain the universal quantum group C˚-algebra C It is also shown in [54] that the fundamental unitary W of G admits a "semi-universal"
Gqq which has the property that for each representation π : L 1 pGq Ñ BpHq, the corresponding unitary operator U π can be expressed as
Moreover, W satisfies the following relations
2.3. Compact and discrete quantum groups. A locally compact quantum group is called compact if C 0 pGq is unital, or equivalently ϕ " ψ is a ∆´bi-invariant state (up to a scale factor). In this case, we will write CpGq for C 0 pGq. We say G is discrete if p G is a compact quantum group, or equivalently, if L 1 pGq is unital. For a self-contained treatment of compact/discrete quantum groups and their duality, we refer to [69, 38, 75] .
Let G be a discrete quantum group. 
In general, for any discrete quantum group G, we have
BpH π q and
Denote by C c pGq the (algebraic) direct sum À πPIrrp p
Gq BpH π q. Then C c pGq forms a common core for the Haar weights ϕ and ψ on G.
For each π P Irrp p Gq, denote by p π P L 8 pGq the minimal central projection whose support is BpH π q. Let Tr π be the canonical trace on BpH π q (with Tr π p1q " npπq). One can then find positive invertible matrices Q π P BpH π q which satisfy dpπq " Tr π pQ π q " Tr α pQ´1 π q and ∆pQ π q " Q π b Q π .
The left and right Haar weights on G are given by the formulas ϕpp π xq " dpπqTr α pQ´1 π p π xq and ψpp π xq " dpπqTr π pQ π p π xq.
See [69, Equations (2.12)-(2.13)]. The number dpπq appearing above is called the quantum dimension of π. Note that dpπq ě npπq, and we have equality for all π if and only if ϕ " ψ. In this case, we say that G is a unimodular discrete quantum group.
The matrices Q π P BpH π q defined above can be used to describe many other structures associated to G and p G. For G, the modular automorphism group σ t turns out to be equal to the scaling group τ t , and
On the dual side, the Schur orthogonality relations for the Haar stateφ are given bŷ
So that f z is a˚-character if z P iR. The Woronowicz characters can also be used to describe the antipodeŜ, the (analytic continuation of the) scaling groupτ z and modular groupσ z , and the unitary antipodeR:
2.4.
A few basic examples. We mention here a few examples of compact quantum groups that we will come to at several points in this paper. These are the free unitary quantum groups, the free orthogonal quantum groups, and Woronowicz' SU q p2q quantum group. We leave it to the reader to check that the following examples do indeed satisfy Woronowicz' axioms for a compact (matrix) quantum group [84] .
Notation 2.1. Given a complex˚-algebra A and a matrix X " rx ij s P M N pAq, we denote bȳ X the matrix rxi j s P M N pAq.
Definition 2.2 ([79]
). Let N ě 2 be an integer and let F P GL N pCq.
(1) The free unitary quantum group UF (with parameter matrix F ) is the compact quantum group given by the universal C˚-algebra
together with coproduct ∆ :
(2) Let λ P Rzt0u and assume that FF " λ1. The free orthogonal quantum group OF (with parameter matrix F ) is the compact quantum group given by the universal C˚-algebra
together with coproduct ∆ : C u pOF q Ñ C u pOF q b C u pOF q given by
Remark 2.3. In the above definition, the coproduct ∆ is defined so that the matrix of generators V " rv ij s (resp. U " ru ij s) is always a (fundamental) representation of the compact matrix quantum group UF (resp. OF ).
Remark 2.4. Note that the above definition for OF makes sense for any F P GL N pCq. The additional condition FF P R1 is equivalent to the requirement that U is always an irreducible representation of OF . Indeed, Banica [3] showed that U is irreducible if and only if FF " λ1 (λ P R).
We now define Woronowicz' SU q p2q quantum group.
Definition 2.5 ([84]
). Let q P r´1, 1szt0u and let CpSU q p2qq " C˚pα, γq be the universal unital C˚-algebra generated by elements α, γ subject to the relations which make the 2ˆ2 matrix W " rw ij s "ˆα´q γγ α˚˙u nitary.
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Defining ∆pw ij q " ř 2 k"1 w ik b w kj , ∆ extends to a co-product on CpSU q p2qq, yielding Woronowicz' SU q p2q-quantum group. Remark 2.6. Actually, the quantum groups SU q p2q are just spacial cases of free orthogonal quantum groups. Indeed, for q P r´1, 1szt0u, we have
That is, there is a˚-isomorphism CpOFÑ CpSU q p2qq given by u ij Þ Ñ w ij . This fact can be readily checked by comparing generators and relations.
Amenability and co-amenability
We begin our discussion of approximation properties of locally compact quantum groups with arguably the most fundamental and natural approximation properties: amenability. Recall that a locally compact group G is said to be amenable if there exists a finitely additive, left translation-invariant Borel probability measure on G. In functional analytic language, this means the existence of a state m P L 8 pGq˚such that
where L g f : t Þ Ñ f pg´1tq is the left translate of f by g. Such a state m is called a left invariant mean on L 8 pGq. The class of amenable groups is quite broad and includes, for example, all compact, abelian, solvable, and nilpotent locally compact groups. For a very nice introduction to the topic of amenability for locally compact groups, we refer the reader to the monographs [67, 72] .
Our goal now is to extend he concept of amenability to general locally compact quantum groups. To do this, we first observe that if m P L 8 pGq˚is left-invariant, then m is also invariant under the natural dual right action of L 1 pGq on L 8 pGq:
where ∆f ps, tq " f pstq is the usual corproduct on
In [72] , the above condition (3.1) is called topological left invariance for m. Although topological left-invariance is an a priori weaker notion than left-invariance, it is known [72, Chapter 1] that the existence of a topologically invariant mean on L 8 pGq is equivalent to amenability of G. Since the notion of topological left-invariance translates directly to the quantum setting, we make the following definition. OF is amenable if and only if F P GL 2 pCq. In fact, it is more generally known that the dual x G q of the q-deformation of a simply connected semi-simple compact Lie group G is amenable (see, for example, [61] and the references therein). In the locally compact quantum case, we just content ourselves to mention the work of Caspers [18] , showing that that dual of SU q p1, 1q is amenable.
3.2. Amenability, nuclearity, and injectivity. In this section we will show how amenability for a lcqg is intimately related to two of the most fundamental approximation properties in operator algebra theory: injectivity and nuclearity. Let is begin by recalling these concepts. 
Although the above definition of injectivity may, at the face of it, appear to not have anything to do with "approximations", it turns out to be equivalent to the weak* completely positive approximation property, thanks to some deep work of Connes [26] . For future reference, let us recall this concept. 
In the C˚-algebra world, the corresponding analogue of injectivity is nuclearity. Just like injectivity, nuclearity has many equivalent characterizations (see [16, Chapter 2] for example). In the following, we take the so-called completely positive approximation property as our definition of nuclearity. 
We now come to a result that connects amenability to injectivity/nuclearity. 
where the last equality follows from the right-invariance of m. As a consequence,
Next, observe that EpBpHqq " ty P BpHq : αpyq " 1 b yu. Indeed, we have already shown the inclusion "Ď", and the inclusion "Ě" follows because the equality αpyq " 1 b y implies that Epyq " pm b ιqp1 b yq " y. To finish, we note that
The above theorem raises the following natural question about the connection between injectivity/nuclearity and amenability. Question 3.7. For a locally compact quantum group G, does the injectivity of L 8 p p Gq or the nuclearity of C 0 p p Gq (respectively C u 0 p p Gq) characterize the amenability of G?
The answer to the above question (as stated) turns out to be no, even in the classical case. Let G be any connected locally compact group. Connes [26] showed for instance that the group von Neumann algebra LpGq " L 8 pĜq is always injective and that the reduced group C˚-algebra CλpGq " C 0 pĜq is always nuclear. On the other hand, we will see later in Theorem 7.3 that the answer is yes, provided G is a unimodular discrete quantum group. In the general case, one has to impose some additional hypotheses on the conditional expectations E : BpL 2 pGqq Ñ L 8 p p Gq in order to yield a characterization of amenability. One such additional hypothesis is given by the following definition.
Definition 3.8 (Soltan-Viselter [73] It turns out that if one considers quantum injectivity instead of ordinary injectivity, then one obtains a characterization of amenability. The theorem presented below is from [73] , but similar results were obtained independently by Crann-Neufang in [29] . Theorem 3.9 (Soltan-Viselter [73] , Crann-Neufang [29] 
p2q ùñ p3q is trivial. p3q ùñ p1q. Let E be a conditional expectation satisfying p3q.
We claim that m is a left-invariant mean on L 8 pGq. To see this, denote bȳ ∆ : BpL 2 pGqq Ñ BpL 2 pGqqbBpL 2 pGqq;∆pxq " W˚p1 b xqW the canonical extension to BpL 2 pGqq of the coproduct ∆. Since any conditional expec-
Gq pBpL 2 pGqqq), we can use a result of Effros-Kishimoto [37] , which says that E is a pointwise σ-weak limit of so-called elementary operators:
Now fix ω P L 1 pGq and x P L 8 pGq. Then using the fact that W P L 8 pGqbL 8 p p Gq, we get the following σ-weak limit.
where the last equality follows from the fact that EpL 8 pGqq Ď ZL 8 p p Gq. Applying ρ to both sides of the above equality, we get
3.3. Co-amenability. Up to this point, we have essentially two ways to detect the amenability of a lcqg G. Namely, finding a left or right-invariant mean on L 8 pGq, or constructing a suitable conditional expectation E : BpL 2 pGqq Ñ L 8 p p Gq. In order to develop further (possibly simpler) means of checking amenability, we now turn to a notion dual to amenability, called co-amenability. Definition 3.10. A locally compact quantum group G is called co-amenable if there exists a state ǫ : C 0 pGq Ñ C such that pι b ǫq∆ " ι. Such a state ǫ is called a co-unit for C 0 pGq.
Lemma 3.11. If the co-unit ǫ exists, then it is unique.
Proof. Let R denote the unitary antipode for L 8 pGq. Since σpR b Rq∆ " ∆R, we have pǫR b ιq∆ " ι. But then
Thus, if ǫ
1 is any other co-unit, we have
In contrast to the notion of amenability, co-amenability turns out to have many equivalent characterizations, several of which can be thought of as approximation properties for the quantum group (or its dual).
Theorem 3.12. The following conditions are equivalent for a lcqg G:
(1) G is co-amenable.
(2) C 0 pGq˚is unital (with respect to the convolution algebra structure induced by ∆).
Proof. p1q ðñ p2q ðñ p3q: Clearly ǫ plays the role of the unit in the Banach algebra C 0 pGq˚, so (1) and (2) are equivalent. Note that since
pGqå re identified as closed two-sided ideals [54] , it follows that C 0 pGq˚is unital if and only if C 0 pGq˚" C u 0 pGq˚, which happens if and only if π u is injective. p1q ùñ p4q: From (1), we have
Which implies that pǫ b ιqW " 1, since W is unitary. p4q ùñ p5q: Let ǫ P C 0 pGq˚satisfy p4q, and extend it to a stateǫ on BpL 2 pGqq. Since
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But then for all η P L 2 pGq, we have pι b ω η qW P C 0 pGq Ă L 8 pGq, and therefore
This shows that pω i q i is a contractive left BAI for L 1 pGq. From this we get that pω i Rq i is a right BAI. Then it is a standard Banach algebra fact that pω i`ωi R´ω i Rω i q i is a bounded two-sided approximate identity.
p6q ùñ p1q: Without loss of generality, we can assume that our (left) bounded approximate identity
This shows that pǫ b ιq∆ " ι. From this formula, it is easy to see that ǫ is a character on C 0 pGq, in particular, ǫ is a state.
As an almost immediate consequence of the above theorem, we obtain the following important relationship between co-amenability and amenability with respect to Pontryagin duality.
Proof. If p G is co-amenable, then there exists a net of unit vectors pξ i q i Ă L 2 pGq such that
But since W " σŴ σ˚is unitary, we get
Now let m P L 8 pGq˚be any state which is a weak˚-limit point of the net pω ξ i q i . Then we have, for all ξ, η P L 2 pGq,
Therefore m is a left-invariant mean on L 8 pGq.
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A natural question that arises from the above result is whether the converse of Corollary 3.13 is true for all locally compact quantum groups.
Question 3.14. Does the amenability of G imply the co-amenability of p G?
In its full generality, the above question is still open, however there are some special cases that the answer is known to be yes: If G is a classical locally compact group, a theorem of Leptin [60] says that G is amenable if and only if the Fourier algebra ApGq -L 1 p p Gq has a bounded approximate identity, which by Theorem 3.12 implies that p G is co-amenable. If G is compact, the answer is obviously yes as well, since L 1 p p Gq is unital. If G is discrete, then the answer is again yes, but this is a highly non-trivial theorem of Tomatsu [76] (also proved independently by Blanchard-Vaes [11] In what follows we give a very rough outline of the ideas behind this theorem. Our arguments follow closely along the lines of the approach of Blanchard-Vaes [11] . In the proofs in [11, 76] , the modular theory of the Haar weights on L 8 pGq plays a major role. For another, very recent proof of Theorem 3.15 that avoids the use of modular theory, we refer the reader to Crann [28] .
Rough Sketch of Theorem 3.15. Let m be a left-invariant mean on L
8 pGq. By a standard Hahn-Banach plus convexity argument, we can write m as a weak˚limit of a net of states
Since L 8 pGq is in standard position on L 2 pGq, there exists a unique unit vector ξ j in the positive cone L 2 pGq`such that ω j " ω ξ j . Our claim is that co-amenability of p G will follow if we can show that
Indeed, if (3.3) holds, then it follows that the unital linear functional ω Þ Ñ ωp1q pω P L 1 pGqq satisfies |ωp1q| ď }λpωq}, and therefore extends uniquely to a stateǫ : C 0 p p Gq Ñ C. But then one readily checks that for ω belonging to the dense subspace tω P L 1 pGq : ω˝S P L 1 pGqu,
Thus, pǫ b ιqŴ " 1 and p G is therefore co-amenable. To prove (3.3), by linearity and density, it suffices to fix π P Irrp p Gq and prove (3.3) for
To this end, define positive normal linear functionals η j , µ j P M npπq pL 8 pGqq˚by Now, by (3.2), we have }µ j´ηj } Mn π pL 8 pGqq˚Ñ 0, and consequently we also have
where Q π is the modular matrix associated to π. At this point we'd like to apply the Powers-Størmer inequality [45] to the above equation, which requires us to identify the unique elements in the tensor product positive cone pS 2 pH π q b L 2 pGqq`, which implement pQ π b 1qµ j pQ π b 1q and pQ π b 1qη j pQ π b 1q, respectively. After some, analysis, the two families of elements in this cone turn out to be
From this, an application of Powers-Størmer gives
Applying ω π b ι to the last line, where ω π P BpH π q˚, we get
3.4. The Kesten amenability criterion. We shall close our discussion of amenability and co-amenability by presenting a very handy criterion for establishing the (non-)amenability of a discrete quantum group, called the Kesten amenability criterion. We then use this result to determine precisely when the duals of free orthogonal quantum groups OF are amenable Let G be a discrete quantum group with compact dual p G, and let U " ru ij s P M n pOp p Gqq be a finite-dimensional representation of p G. Recall that the character of U is the element χ " χ U P Op p Gq given by χ "
Note that that χ always satisfies the following norm inequalities
Gq Ñ C is the universal co-unit (which is a character satisfyingǫpu ij q " δ ij ). Moreover, the same inequalities hold for the real and imaginary parts ℜχ and ℑχ. Recall that G is called finitely generated if p G is a compact matrix quantum group. I.e., if there is a finite dimensional unitary representation U whose matrix elements generate Op p Gq as å -algebra. We call such a representation U a fundamental representation of p G. The following theorem is the Kesten amenability criterion, which we state in the finitely generated case for simplicity. (We leave the obvious adaptation to the general case to the reader.) Theorem 3.16 (Banica [4] ). Let G be a finitely generated discrete quantum group, let U " ru ij s n ij"1 be a fundamental (unitary) representation of p G, and let χ " χ U P Op p Gq be the character of U. Let σ Ă r´n, ns be the spectrum of ℜχ Ă Cp p Gq. Then G is amenable if and only if n P σ.
Remark 3.17. When G " Γ is a classical finitely generated discrete group with finite generating set S. The above theorem reduces to the classical Kesten amenability criterion [52] , which says that Γ is amenable if and only if the Markov operator
λpγq`λpγq˚P Cr pΓq satisfies |S| P σpT q.
Proof. If G is amenable, then p G is co-amenable and therefore there is a bounded co-unit ǫ : Cp p Gq Ñ C which sends ℜχ to n. Thus n P σ. Conversely, suppose that n P σ. Put a i " 1´ℜu ii P Cp p Gq, which is positive. Then the positive operator ř i a i is not invertible. This means that there is a sequence pξ k q k Ă L 2 pGq of unit vectors such that ř i xa i ξ k |ξ k y Ñ 0. As each term in the above sum is non-negative, we get
where the second line follows from the equality
and as }u ii ξ k´ξk } Ñ 0 we get }u ij ξ k } Ñ 0 if i ‰ j. In summary, this means that
Multiplying the above limit by ui l and summing over i, we also obtain ÿ
Extending linearly and multiplicatively (using the triangle inequality), we get from the above two limits that }xξ k´ǫ pxqξ k } Ñ 0 px P Op p Gqq.
In particular |ǫpxq| " lim k }xξ k } L 2 pGq ď }x} C 0 p p Gq . I.e., C 0 p p Gq has a bounded co-unit, and therefore G is amenable.
As an application of the Kesten amenability criterion, we determine when the free orthogonal quantum groups OF are co-amenable.
Theorem 3.18 (Banica [3] ). Let n ě 2 and F P GL n pCq be such that FF "˘1. Then OF is co-amenable if and only if n " 2. In particular, Woronowicz' SU q p2q is co-amenable for all q P r´1, 1szt0u.
Sketch. Consider the character χ " χ U of the fundamental representation U. Since by definition, we haveŪ " F´1UF , it follows from the invariance of characters under equivalence of representations that χ˚" χŪ " χ F´1U F " χ. Thus, to determine when OF is co-amenable, we can try to determine the spectrum σ Ă r´n, ns of χ P C 0 pOF q. To do this, we will identify the spectral measure µ of χ with respect to the Haar state ϕ (whose support is σ), and this can be done by computing the moments of µ. But in this case, we have ż
since pϕ b ιqU bk is the orthogonal projection onto the space of fixed vectors Homp1, U bk q of the tensor product representation U bk . In [3] , Banica showed that for all n ě 2, Morp1, U bk q " t0u if k is odd, and
the mth Catalan number, m P Nq.
The Catalan numbers are the well-known moment sequence for the semicircular measure µ on the interval r´2, 2s (see for example [62] ):
Thus σ " r´2, 2s and therefore n P σ ðñ n " 2.
Weakening the notion of amenability
We now consider various relaxations of the notion of amenability and co-amenability for locally compact quantum groups. In fact, in this survey, we will primarily focus on two such notions, namely the Haagerup property and weak amenability for locally compact quantum groups. The primary goal here will be to investigate the interplay between these approximation properties and the structure of certain operator algebras associated to a locally compact quantum group. 4.1. Motivation -Amenability and approximate units in the Fourier algebra. Let G be a locally compact group and let λ G : G Ñ UpL 2 pGqq denote the left regular representation. The Fourier algebra is the subspace of ApGq Ă C 0 pGq consisting of coefficient functions of λ G . I.e.,
The Fourier algebra ApGq turns out to be a Banach algebra under the pointwise operations inherited from C 0 pGq, when it is equipped with the norm
See [39] for details. Since ApGq is a nice commutative Banach algebra that can be associated to any locally compact group G, it is natural to ask what types of conditions on G ensure that ApGq has a bounded approximate identity (BAI)? It turns out that the existence of such a BAI is equivalent to the amenability of G. 
In other words, if G is not amenable, then the Banach algebra ApGq has no BAI. However, it could still happen that ApGq has an unbounded approximate identity pb i q i that is uniformly bounded in some other (smaller) norm on ApGq. For example, we could ask for the uniform boundedness of pb i q i in the multiplier norm on ApGq:
Another scenario one could consider is a non-amenable group G for which there exists a net pb i q i of normalized positive definite functions contained in the slightly larger space C 0 pGq (instead of ApGq) for which a BAI-type condition still holds for ApGq. Namely,
It was discovered by Haagerup [46] that the above two scenarios actually hold for the nonamenable free groups F k on k ě 2 generators. With this seminal work of Haagerup, the notion of weak amenability and the Haagerup property for groups was born. Our goal now is to study these approximation properties in some detail in the general context of locally compact quantum groups.
4.2.
The Fourier algebra of a locally compact quantum group. We begin by defining the quantum group analogue of the Fourier algebra. To do this, we consider once again the classical situation: Let G be a locally compact group and let W P BpL 2 pGq b L 2 pGqq be the associated multiplicative unitary which describes the lcqg structure associated to G. It turns out that W is given by
and from this it follows that the multiplicative unitaryŴ " ΣW˚Σ associated to the Pontryagin dualĜ satisfiesŴ ξps, tq " ξpts, tq pξ P L 2 pGˆGqq.
In particular, the dual left regular representationλ : L 1 pĜq Ñ C 0 pGq is given byλpωq " pω b ιqŴ . The following proposition shows that ApGq is nothing but the image of L 1 pĜq underλ.
Proposition 4.2. For a locally compact group G, we have that
is an isometric isomorphism of Banach algebras.
Hence,λpω ξ,η q " φ ξ,η P ApGq and }φ ξ,η } ApGq ď }ξ}}η}. Taking the infimum over all ξ, η above (noting that the homomorphismλ is injective), we get }λpωq} ApGq " }ω} L 1 pĜq .
We now turn to the quantum setting and define the Fourier algebra and Fourier multipliers.
Definition 4.3. For a locally compact quantum group G, the Fourier algebra is the subalgebra
For
Note that by the closed graph theorem, any Fourier multiplier a P L 8 pGq induces a bounded linear map m a : ApGq Ñ ApGq; m a pbq " ab pb P ApGqq.
Equivalently, a induces a bounded linear map L˚:
where L˚pωq "λ´1pm a pλpωqqq. In what follows, we will frequently identify a Fourier multiplier a with the corresponding bounded map m a . We write MApGq for the Banach algebra of all Fourier multipliers, and let M cb ApGq :" MApGq X CBpApGqq be the Banach space of completely bounded (cb) Fourier multipliers. Note that M cb ApGq consists of precisely those a P MApGq for which the corresponding σ-weakly continuous map
The following proposition gives some useful equivalent characterizations of those L P CB σ pL 8 pGqq that come from cb multipliers. 
The result now follows from the density of tpι b ωqŴ : ω P KpL 2 pGqq˚u in C 0 p p Gq.
Remark 4.7. When G is a locally compact group, a classical unpublished result of Gilbert (see also [50] ), gives a useful intrinsic characterization of M cb ApGq. Namely, a function a P MpC 0 pGqq " C b pGq belongs to M cb ApGq if and only if there exists a Hilbert space H and α, β P C b pG, Hq such that apsq " xαpstq|βptqy ps, t P Gq.
where the infimum runs over all α, β, H for which (4.2) holds.
In particular, this implies that BpGq, the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of all coefficients of unitary (or even uniformly bounded) representations of G on Hilbert space belong to M cb ApGq, with }a} M cb ApGq ď }a} BpGq .
It turns out that there is a quantum analogue of Gilbert's result which was obtained by Daws [30] . We shall not need this result here and simply refer the interested reader to the above reference. What will be essential for us is the quantum analogue of the containment BpGq Ď M cb ApGq, which we now state. Proof. We start off by defining our candidate for the map L P CB σ pL 8 p p Gqq induced by a (as in Proposition 4.5). Define
It is clear from the structure of L that }L} cb ď }ω} and that L is completely positive if ω is positive. Next, we show that L P CB σ pL 8 p p Gqq. To do this, observe that we can write
But sinceŴ " ΣW˚Σ, we also have
and therefore pL b ιqŴ " pι b ι b ωqpU2 3Ŵ 12 .q " p1 b aqŴ .
From this last equation, it follows that
Gqq is unital and completely positive, then a P M cb ApGq is of the form a " pι b ωqU˚for some unitary representation U P MpC 0 pGq b KpHqq and some state ω P KpHq˚. See [31] for details. The proof of this result for classical locally compact groups is an easy exercise for the reader (just observe that complete positivity of a P M cb ApGq implies that a is a continuous positive definite function on G).
With the above remark in mind we will call any a P M cb ApGq of the above form a (normalized) completely positive definite function on G. The general theory of (completely) positive definite functions on lcqgs was studied in detail by Daws and Salmi [33] . We refer the reader to this paper for some of the more subtle aspects of this theory in the quantum context.
The Haagerup property and weak amenability
We now begin the discussion of our two approximation properties for locally compact quantum groups-the Haagerup property and weak amenability-which can be thought of as weak notions of amenability. (Or more appropriately, weak notions of co-amenability for their duals, as we shall see below).
5.1. The Haagerup property. The Haagerup property for general locally compact quantum groups was developed by Daws, Fima, Skalski and White [32] . In what follows, we give a very brief and rather incomplete account.
Definition 5.1. We say that a lcqg G has the Haagerup property if there exists a bounded approximate identity pa i q i for C 0 pGq consisting of normalized completely positive definite functions.
In the classical setting, the Haagerup property for a locally compact group is often characterized in representation theoretic terms involving mixing unitary representations and almost invariant vectors. We shall see now that this characterization carries through in the quantum setting. 
Clearly, if the representation U is mixing, then a P C 0 pGq. But in fact the following lemma shows that the converse is true as well.
Gq˚be a state and let a " pι b ω ξ qU P MpC 0 pGqq be the corresponding matrix element as above. If a P C 0 pGq, then U is a mixing representation.
Proof. Let π : L 1 7 pGq Ñ BpHq be the involutive˚-representation corresponding to U. Then ξ is cyclic for π, and therefore it suffices to show that
xω, pι b ω πpω 1 qξ,πpω 2 qξ qUy " xπpωqπpω 1 qξ|πpω 2 qηy " xπpω pGq is a densely defined invertible operator which satisfies the formal identity pS b ιqU " Uf or any unitary representation U P MpC 0 pGq b KpHqq of G. In particular, this identity implies that any coefficient of a unitary representation b " pι b ω ξ,η qU belongs to the domain DpSq of S, and Sb " pι b ω ξ,η qU˚P M cb ApGq.
Proof. p1q ùñ p2q. Let pa i q i Ď M cb ApGq X C 0 pGq be a bounded approximate identity for C 0 pGq consisting of normalized completely positive definite functions. For each i, Remark 4.9 supplies us with a Hilbert space H i , a state ω i P KpH i q˚and a unitary representation
Moreover we may assume that ω i " ω ξ i for some unit vector ξ i P H i and that ξ i is cyclic for U i . Indeed, we can amplify pU i , H i q if necessary to obtain ξ i , and then we can restrict U i to the cyclic representation generated by ξ i .
Set b i " pιb ω ξ i qU i " S´1a i . Since S´1 : DpS´1q X C 0 pGq Ñ C 0 pGq (see [55, Section 5]), we have that b i P C 0 pGq for each i, and therefore each U i is a mixing representation by Lemma 5.5. Put H " ' i H i and U " À i U i P MpC 0 pGq b KpHqq, where H " À H i . Then U is again a mixing representation, since direct sums of mixing representations are obviously still mixing. Now, since pa i q i is a bounded approximate identity for C 0 pGq, it follows that a i Ñ 1 σ-weakly in L 8 pGq, and the same is true for pb i q i . Indeed, since pb i q i is a bounded net, it suffices to show that xω, b i y Ñ xω, 1y pω P L 1 7 pGqq. But for this dense subspace we have xω, b i y " xpω 7 q˚˝S, S´1a i y " xpω 7 q˚, a i y Ñ xpω 7 q˚, 1y " xω, 1y.
In particular, this σ-weak convergence implies that for any η P L 2 pGq
Therefore the vectors pξ i q i Ď H are almost invariant for the representation U.
p2q ùñ p1q. We only outline this direction and refer the reader to the proof of [32, Theorem 5.5] for the full details. Let U P MpC 0 pGq b KpHqq be a mixing representation, let pξ i q i Ă H be a family of almost invariant vectors for U, and let b i " pι b ω ξ i qU P C 0 pGq. It then follows from equation (5.1) that b i Ñ 1 σ-weakly in L 8 pGq. Working a little harder, one can actually show that b i x Ñ x and xb i Ñ x weakly in C 0 pGq (x P C 0 pGq), and thus the the convex hull of pb i q i contains a bounded approximate identity (BAI) for C 0 pGq. In particular, this yields a BAI pc j q j for C 0 pGq consisting of elements of the form c j " pιbω j qU, where ω j P KpHq˚is a state. Setting a j " Spc j q " pι b ω j qU˚, we obtain a net of normalized completely positive definite functions on G which is also a BAI for C 0 pGq. In short, G is weakly amenable precisely when ApGq has a left approximate identity that is uniformly bounded in the }¨} M cb ApGq -norm. We define the Cowling-Haagerup constant for G to be the number Λ cb pGq :" inftΛppa i q i q : pa i q i Ă ApGq satisfies Definition 5.12u.
The next proposition shows that weak amenability is really a weak form of co-amenability for p G.
Proposition 5.13. If p G is co-amenable, then G is weakly amenable and Λ cb pGq " 1.
Proof. When p G is co-amenable, ApGq has a left bounded approximate identity consisting of normalized completely positive definite functions.
When G is a classical group or a discrete quantum group, we know that p G is co-amenable if and only if G is amenable. This equivalence is unknown for general locally compact quantum groups. A positive solution to this problem would provide an affirmative solution to the following open problem.
Question 5.14. Let G be an amenable locally compact quantum group. Does G have the Haagerup property and is Λ cb pGq ă 8?
Some examples.
Example 5.15 (See [46, 27] ). If G " F n , SL 2 pZq, SL 2 pRq, SUpn, 1q, SOpn, 1q, then G has the Haagerup property and Λ cb pGq " 1.
Example 5.16 (See [47] ). If G is any connected simple Lie group of real rank greater than 1 with finite center, then G doe not have the Haagerup property and Λ cb pGq " 8.
Example 5.17 (See [65] ). Let G be a finitely generated word hyperbolic group, then Λ cb pGq ă 8.
In the quantum setting, we have the following examples.
Example 5.18 (See [32, 43] ). Let pG i q iPI be a family of discrete quantum groups. If each G i has the Haagerup property, then their free product G "˚i PI G has the Haagerup property. Similarly, if Λ cb pG i q " 1 for each i, then Λ cb pGq " 1.
Example 5.19 (See [12, 13, 44, 35, 58] ). Let G be the discrete quantum group such that p p G is one of the following compact quantum groups: OF , UF , SǸ , H`p sq N , where F P GL N pCq. Then G has the Haagerup property and Λ cb pGq " 1. We will discuss some of these examples in more detail in Section 9.
In the non-discrete quantum setting, there turns out to be a scarcity of examples. We highlight the following remarkable result of Caspers [18] .
Example 5.20 (See [18] ). The (non-discrete) locally compact quantum group G " SU q p1, 1q is weakly amenable with Λ cb pGq " 1, co-amenable, and has the Haagerup property.
Discrete quantum groups and operator algebra approximation properties
In this section we restrict our attention to discrete quantum groups and explore some connections between amenability, weak amenability and the Haagerup property for G, and various approximation properties for C˚-algebras and von Neumann algebras associated to G.
6.1. Some operator algebra approximation properties. Let us start by defining the operator algebra approximation properties that will be relevant to us. Definition 6.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra. We say that M has the weak˚completely bounded approximation property (w˚CBAP) if there is a net of normal, finite rank cb maps T i : M Ñ M such that T i Ñ ι M pointwise σ-weakly and lim sup i }T i } cb :" C ă 8. We call the infimum of all these C's Λ cb pMq, the Cowling-Haagerup constant of M. Definition 6.2. Let A be a C˚-algebra. We say that A has the completely bounded approximation property (CBAP) if there is a net of finite rank cb maps T i : A Ñ A such that T i Ñ ι A pointwise in norm and lim sup i }T i } cb :" C ă 8. We call the infimum of all these C's Λ cb pAq, the Cowling-Haagerup constant of A. Definition 6.3. Let M be a von Neumann algebra equipped with a faithful normal semifinite weight ϕ. We say that pM, ϕq has the Haagerup approximation property if there exists a net pΦ i q i unital completely positive maps Φ i : M Ñ M such that ϕpΦ i pxqq ď ϕpxq for all x P M`, and such that the induced maps
are compact and converge strongly to ι L 2 pM,ϕq .
Remark 6.4. The above definition of the Haagerup property for a von Neumann algebra is taken from [20] , where this notion is studied in detail. In particular, it is shown there that this property is independent of the choice of weight ϕ on M, and therefore one can simply say that M has the Haagerup property, without reference to a choice of weight. It should also be mentioned that another approach to the Haagerup property for von Neumann algebras was developed at the same time in [64] , but this time using the standard form of a von Neumann algebra. It turns out that both of these approaches to the Haagerup property are equivalent [19] .
Remark 6.5. The above three definitions should be regarded as weaker forms of nuclearity (in the C˚-context) and injectivity (in the von Neumann context). Indeed, all three of the above properties are implied by nuclearity/injectivity -compare with Defintions 3.4-3.5.
We now come to the main theorem of this section, which connects quantum group approximation properties to operator algebra approximation properties in the discrete case. 
If G is, in addition, a unimodular discrete quantum group, then the reverse implications in p1q´p3q hold, and moreover
6.2. Some preparations. Before beginning the proof of Theorem 6.6, let us first recall that for a discrete quantum group, we have
and the left regular representation of p G is given bŷ
where pe π ij q 1ďi,jďnpπq denotes a fixed system of matrix units for BpH π q and U π " ru π ij s P M npπq pCpGqq " CpGq b BpH π q is a corresponding representative of π. Also recall that
denotes the σ-weakly dense subspace of finitely supported elements. A standard but crucial observation regarding C c pGq is that we have the norm-dense inclusions
for any discrete quantum group G. In particular, if a "λpω ξ,η q P ApGq with ξ, η P L 2 pGq and }a} ApGq " }ξ} 2 }η} 2 , then for any ǫ ą 0 we can find x, y P C c pGq such that ξ 1 " Λ ϕ pxq and η 1 " Λ ϕ pyq satisfy
Setting b "λpω ξ 1 ,η 1 q, we then have b P ApGq X C c pGq and
Note that the above type of estimate easily implies that any normalized completely positive definite function in ApGq can be ApGq-norm approximated by normalized completely positive definite function in
Gqq is the adjoint of a cb multiplier a " pa π q πPIrrp p Gq P M cb ApGq Ă L 8 pGq, then the defining formula pL b ιqŴ " p1 b aqŴ tells us that
In other words, L acts by the formula .1) 6.3. Proof of Theorem 6.6.
6.3.1.
For general discrete G. We give here only a general outline of the proof of the theorem. For further details, we refer the reader to [12, 43, 32, 53] .
Implication (3): Suppose we have a net pa i q i Ă ApGq such that
Since }a i } ApGq ď }a i } M cb ApGq for each i, we can, without loss of generality, assume that pa i q i Ă C c pGq X ApGq. Consider now the adjoint maps pL i q i Ă CB σ pL 8 p p Gqq, where L i " L pa i q . Then lim sup i }L i } cb " C ă 8, and the condition }a i b´b} ApGq Ñ 0 pb P ApGqq implies by duality that L i Ñ ι L 8 p p Gq pointwise σ-weakly. Finally formula (6.1) combined with the fact that a i P C c pGq implies that each L i is finite rank. Thus Λ cb pL 8 p p Gqq ă Λ cb pGq. For the C˚-variant, we just need to make the additional observation that
Gq pointwise σ-weakly implies in particular that a i Ñ 1 pointwise in L 8 pGq, which then implies that }L i x´x} Cp p Gq Ñ 0 for all x P Op p Gq.
Since Op p
Gq is norm dense in Cp p Gq, we see that L i | Cp p Gq Ñ ι Cp p Gq pointwise in norm. In particular, Λ cb pCp p Gqq ď Λ cb pGq. Implication (1): Thus is just a variant of the above argument, except now we have the additional fact that our net pa i q i Ď ApGq X C c pGq consists of normalized completely positive definite functions. This additional condition forces L i to be completely positive and unital, and we are done.
Implication (2): This is just another minor modification of ideas in the previous two implications. Suppose pa i q i Ď C 0 pGq is a bounded approximate identity consisting of normalized 27 completely positive definite functions. Then L i is a unital completely positive map and it iŝ ϕ-preserving, sincê
where π 0 is the (equivalence class of the) trivial representation of p G. Finally, we observe that the L 2 -extension Φ i of L i is precisely a i P C 0 pGq Ă KpL 2 pGqq Ă BpL 2 pGqq. In particular, Φ i is compact, and Φ i Ñ ι L 2 pGq strongly, since pa i q i is a bounded approximate identity for C 0 pGq. Remark 6.7. Before going to the unimodular case, we would like to point out that recently a remarkable extension of the above implication (2) has been obtained by Okayasu, Ozawa and Tomatsu [63] . Namely, for any locally compact quantum group G the Haagerup property implies that L 8 p p Gq has the Haagerup approximation property. This result is even new for classical locally compact groups.
6.3.2.
The unimodular case. Now suppose that G is unimodular. This is equivalent to saying that the dual Haar stateφ :
To get the converse of the implications p1q´p3q above, we need a way of manufacturing a completely bounded multiplier on G from an arbitrary completely bounded map T P CBpL 8 p p Gqq. When G is unimodular, this is possible thanks to an "averaging trick" introduced by Haagerup [47] (for discrete groups) and later extended to unimodular discrete quantum groups by Kraus and Ruan [53] .
The idea of this averaging trick is as follows: Given a completely bounded map
In other words, if we write a " pa π q πPIrrp p Gq with a π P BpH π q, then
Our claim is that in fact a P M cb ApGq with }a} M cb ApGq ď }T } cb . To verify this, recall that sinceφ is a faithful tracial state, there exists a unique normal faithful pφ bφq-preserving conditional expectation E :
which at the L 2 -level just corresponds to the orthogonal projection P :
In particular, it follows from the Schur orthogonality relations for matrix elements of irreducible unitary representations of p G that the following formula for E holds:
Evidently L is completely bounded with }L} cb ď }T } cb , and L is completely positive/unital/tracepreserving whenever T has these properties. Let us now evaluate Lu Comparing this calculation with formula (6.1), we conclude that a P M cb ApGq and L " L paq is the adjoint of the multiplier a, and in particular }a} M cb ApGq ď }T } cb .
Remark 6.8. In the case that our map T P CBpCp p Gq, L 8 p p Gqq is finite rank, we can say even more about the resulting multiplier a. Namely, that a P ApGq. Indeed, if T is finite rank, then there exists x 1 , . . . , x m P L 8 p p Gq and τ 1 , . . . , τ m P Cp p Gq˚such that so that a " ř r b r c r . Moreover, an easy calculation using the Schur orthogonality relations shows that
In particular,
But in the unimodular case, N ϕ " Nφ Ď ApGq, more explicitly, if p 0 P L 8 pGq denotes the rank one projection corresponding to the trivial representation of p G, and Sp" Rq denotes the unitary antipode for L 8 pGq, then also Sa P N ϕ " Nφ and a " S 2 paq " Sppιbω Λϕpp 0 q,ΛϕppSaq˚q qW q " pιbω Λϕpp 0 q,ΛϕppSaq˚q qW˚"λpω Λϕpp 0 q,ΛϕppSaq˚P ApGq.
For details, see for example [15, Proposition 3.9] .
Let us now use our averaging trick to sketch the the following implications:
Gq has the Haagerup property ùñ G has the Haagerup property. (Note: The C˚-variants of (a),(b) require only minor modifications which are left to the reader).
(a). Since L 8 p p Gq is injective, there exists a net of normal finite rank UCP maps
Gq pointwise σ-weakly. Let pa i q i Ă ApGq be the corresponding net of normalized completely positive definite functions obtained by the averaging trick. Since
Gq pointwise σ-weakly, a comparison with formula (6.2) shows that a π i Ñ 1 P BpH π q in norm for all π P Irrp p Gq. In particular,
But since C c pGq is dense in ApGq, this implies that pa i q i is a bounded approximate identity for ApGq.
(b). The argument is almost identical to (a): If there exists a net of normal finite rank completely bounded maps pT i q Ă CB σ pL
Gq pointwise σ-weakly, the corresponding net pa i q i Ď ApGq will be a left approximate identity for ApGq with lim sup
This is yet another variant of (a): Since L 8 p p Gq has the Haagerup approximation property, then we can find a net of UCPφ-preserving maps pT i q Ă CB σ pL 8 p p Gqq such that the corresponding L 2 -extensions Φ i are compact, and Φ i Ñ ι L 2 p p Gq pointwise in norm. Again, the point-norm convergence of Φ, when compared with formula (6.2), tells us that a π i Ñ 1 for all π P Irrp p Gq, and therefore
Moroever, the L 2 -compactness of Φ i turns out to imply each a i P C 0 pGq. See [32, Theorem 6.7] for details.
Remark 6.9. From Theorem 6.6, we see that for unimodular discrete quantum groups, there is a tight connection between approximation properties of G in terms of completely bounded Fourier multipliers and various approximation properties for Cp p Gq and L 8 p p Gq. In the nonunimodular case, this connection only goes one way and it is an important problem in quantum group theory to understand to what extent the unimodular results persist. More precisely, we conclude this section with the following open questions. Question 6.10. Let G be a non-unimodular discrete quantum group. Do we then have:
(
7. Central approximation properties for discrete quantum groups
Gq BpH π q, and p π P BpH π q is the central projection corresponding to the πth component of L 8 pGq. Then a P ZMApGq " MApGq X ZL 8 pGq if and only if
In a similar fashion, we define ZM cb ApGq :" M cb ApGq X ZL 8 pGq. When studying approximation properties for G such as amenability, weak amenability, or the Haagerup property, we can impose an additional requirement on the Fourier multipliers that implement these properties. Namely that they be central. This idea naturally leads to the notion of central approximation properties for discrete quantum groups. More precisely, we have the following definition. Definition 7.1. A discrete quantum group G is centrally amenable/centrally weakly amenable/has the central Haagerup property if:
(1) G is amenable/weakly amenable/has the Haagerup property, and (2) there exists a net pa i q i Ă ZM cb ApGq that implements the corresponding approximation property from (1).
Remark 7.2. For a discrete quantum group G , we evidently have that the central version of an approximation property for G implies the corresponding non-central one. In particular, in the case of weak amenability, we can define a central Cowling-Haagerup constant
pGq is a left approx. unit for ApGqu, and we have ZΛ cb pGq ě Λ cb pGq.
In Section 8 we will see that there are amenable discrete quantum groups G that fail to be centrally amenable. However, in the unimodular case, it turns out that G has a given approximation property if and only if it has the corresponding central version. Proof. The key idea is to start with an arbitrary element a P M cb ApGq and construct from a a new multiplierã P ZM cb ApGq that retains the "good" properties of the original multiplier (i.e., positive definiteness, cb norm bounds, belonging to C 0 pGq or ApGq, ...). With this in mind, fix a P M cb ApGq and consider the elementã " pã π q πPIrrp p Gq P ZL 8 pGq given bỹ
Define a σ-weakly continuous map
where E :
Gqq is the conditional expectation from (6.3) and L paq is the adjoint of the left multiplier a. Now, sinceR is a˚-antiautomorphism,
and therefore }L} ď }L paq } cb . We now claim thatL " Lã, soã P ZM cb ApGq and }ã} M cb ApGq ď }a} M cb ApGq . To check this, we fix a matrix element u π ij P Op p Gq and calculatẽ
. Now that we have a natural method for constructing elements of ZM cb ApGq from elements of M cb ApGq, the rest of the proof is relatively straightforward: One simply has to check that if a net pa i q i Ď M cb ApGq implements an approximation property for G such as (weak) amenability/the Haagerup property, then the corresponding net pã i q i will implement the central version of this approximation property. We leave the details to the reader 7.1. Going beyond the unimodular case. It is natural to wonder whether it is possible to generalize the centralization procedure for cb multipliers used in the proof of Theorem 7.3 to general discrete quantum groups. Looking at the above proof, one can see that a crucial tool available in the unimodular case was the existence of aφ bφ-preserving conditional expectation E :
Gqq, from which we could build a completely positive right inverse∆ 7 :"∆´1˝E for the coproduct∆. When G is not unimodular, it turns out that there can never exist such aφ bφ-preserving conditional expectation E, since by [74] 
Gq, respectively. But for every discrete G , it turns out that ∆˝σ t " pτ t bσ t q∆, whereτ t is the scaling group for L 8 p p Gq, and from this formula it follows that∆ intertwineŝ σ t andσ t bσ t if and only ifσ t "τ t " ι (i.e., G is unimodular!).
However, not all is lost in the non-unimodular case. Following [1, Equation (2.
2)], we can define a normal Haar state-preserving unital completely positive map∆ 7 :
Gq by the pairing
Unraveling this definition, one obtains the following concrete formulâ
Now, if we use the map∆ 7 in place of∆´1˝E in formula (7.1), we obtain from any a P M cb ApGq a new elementã P ZM cb ApGq with
Observe that the only difference between this formula and the one in the unimodular case is that the classical dimension npπq is replaced by the quantum dimension dpπq. This difference has the unfortunate effect of producing only central multipliers which are "uniformly far" from the identity multiplier 1 P M cb ApGq. Indeed, if }a} M cb pGq ď C, then }ã π } 8 ď C npπq dpπq . In conclusion, this approach to constructing central multipliers in the non-unimodular setting for the purpose of proving central approximation properties is destined to fail.
In the next section we will see an alternate approach to establishing central approximation properties for non-unimodular discrete quantum groups using tools from monoidal equivalence for compact quantum groups.
Central approximation properties and monoidal equivalence
We continue our discussion of central approximation properties for discrete quantum groups by connecting these properties with the powerful notion of monoidal equivalence for compact quantum groups. This remarkable connection between these seemingly unrelated concepts has had a profound impact on the operator algebraic theory of compact quantum groups, and has led (for instance) to the proof of central weak amenability and central Haagerup property for all free quantum groups and the duals of quantum automorphism groups of finite dimensional C˚-algebras. See [35] and Section 9.
We begin with the definition of monoidal equivalence. Definition 8.1 (Bichon-De Rijdt-Vaes [10] ). Let G 1 , G 2 be two compact quantum groups. We say that G 1 and G 2 are monoidally equivalent, and write A monoidal equivalence between G 1 and G 2 means that the abstract monoidal C˚-tensor categories ReppG i q (consisting of all finite dimensional Hilbert space representations of G i equipped with their morphism spaces Morp¨,¨q and the tensor product operation b) are isomorphic.
As a first (and very important) example, we consider monoidal equivalences between free orthogonal quantum groups OF , where F P GL N pCq with N ě 2 and FF P R1. Sketch. The basic idea (going back to Banica's seminal work [3] ) is that if U i is the fundamental representation of OF i , then the defining relations for this quantum group are equivalent to the requirement that U i be irreducible and self-conjugate (U i " F iŪi F´1 i q, and that the vector
Theorem 8.2 ([10]). For
is the universal compact quantum group with the above properties, the Tannaka-Krein-Woronowicz reconstruction theorem [83] implies that ReppOF i q must then be generated as a monoidal C˚-tensor category by the object U i together with the basic morphisms ι C N i and t F i . The monoidal equivalence Φ :
can then be defined on these generators by setting
and extending to all of ReppOF 1 q via the categorical operations. Of course, one has to verify some details, but they can be found in [10] .
As a particular instance of the above theorem, recall that for q P r´1, 1szt0u, we have that
Noting that F q F q "´q1 and T rpFq F" 1`q´2, we immediately obtain the following corollary, which says that every free orthogonal quantum group OF is monoidally equivalent to a suitable SU q p2q. The result is quite remarkable, since SU q p2q is always co-amenable, while OF is generally not.
Corollary 8.3. Let F P GL N pCq and FF " c1 for c P R. Then OF is monoidally equivalent to SU q p2q for the unique value of q P r´1, 1szt0u satisfying TrpF˚F q "´cpq`q´1q.
8.1. Central multipliers and monoidal equivalence. We now make the connection between monoidal equivalence and central approximation properties. The key to everything is the following theorem of Freslon [44] on transferring central completely bounded multipliers between duals of monoidally equivalent compact quantum groups.
Theorem 8.4 (Freslon [44] ). Let G 1 , G 2 be discrete quantum groups and assume that Φ :
Then we have that a 1 P ZM cb ApG 1 q if and only if a 2 P ZM cb ApG 2 q, and
Moreover, a 1 is a normalized completely positive definite function if and only if a 2 is.
In order to prove this theorem, the key idea is to compare the cb multiplier norms for a 1 and a 2 using the algebraic/analytic structure of the linking algebra associated to the given monoidal equivalence. In order to motivate what follows, it is helpful to keep in mind the trivial example of a monoidal equivalence G 1 " mon G 1 given by the identity map. In this case, OpG 1 , G 1 q " OpG 1 q, ω " ϕ G 1 is the Haar state, and δ i is just the left/right action of G 1 on OpG 1 q induced by the coproduct ∆ G 1 . Thinking about the linking algebra B in terms of this special case will help make the formulas in the above proposition appear more natural.
Rough outline of Theorem 8.5. As a vector space, we define
nd we define natural elements X π P BpH π , bH Φpπb B by pω σ b ιqX π " δ π,σ ω σ for all ω σ P BpH σ , H Φpσq q˚. We can then define a unique bilinear map BˆB Ñ B using the relation (b) from the statement of the theorem. The associativity of this map follows from the calculation Equivalently, we have ppω ξ,η b ιqpX π qq˚" pω pξ˚b1qt,p1bη˚qΦptq b ιqXπ, wheret P Morp1,π b πq is such that pt˚b 1qp1 btq " 1.
One can then check that the above constructed elements X x are unitaries with respect to this˚-algebra structure. One can also check that if a " Hence ω is a state. Given the above description of B, the construction of the actions δ 1 , δ 2 according to (8.1) is well-defined, and they automatically satisfy the claimed ω-invariance condition. This ω-invariance in turn implies the existence of the extension of δ i to a C˚-algebraic action of G i on B r . The case of δ i extending to an action on B u follows from standard considerations. See for example [34, Lemma 2.13] .
By symmetry, for every monoidal equivalence of compact quantum groups Φ : G 1 " mon G 2 , we have the inverse monoidal equivalence
and we can repeat the above construction for Φ´1 which yields a corresponding˚-algebra pB,ωq with faithful stateω. Let pY π q πPIrrpG 1 q be the unitary matrices corresponding to the algebraB " OpG 2 , G 1 q. Then one has a canonical˚-anti-isomorphism ρ : B r ÑB r ; pι b ρqpX π q " pY π q˚pπ P IrrpG 1 qq. Proof. A priori, θ is defined as a map from OpG 1 q toB d B, and the fact that it is a˚-homomorphism is a routine calculation based on the definitions of B andB. To obtain the extension to a˚-homomorphism θ : CpG 1 q ÑB r b B r , we just observe that pω b ωqθ " ϕ G 1 . Therefore θ extends to the GNS completions.
Proof of Theorem 8.4.
Fix a monoidal equivalence Φ : p G 1 " mon p G 2 and let B r be the corresponding reduced linking algebra. For each π P Irrp p G 1 q, let B π Ă B r denote the linear span of the coefficients of the unitary X π (the so-called spectral subspace of π), and observe that with respect to the L 2 pB r , ωq-Hilbert space structure, B r is the orthogonal direct sum À ℓ 2 πPIrrpG 1 q B π . Finally, denote by P π : B r Ñ B r the orthogonal projection onto the spectral subspace B π , but viewed as a finite rank idempotent map on the C˚-algebra B r . Now, observe that for each π P Irrp p G 1 q, our action δ 1 :
where L ppπq P CBpCp p G 1is the adjoint of the multiplier p π P ZM cb ApG 1 q. By continuous linear extension, this yields the equality of (possibly unbounded) linear maps
for any a 1 " pa π p π q πPIrrp p G 1 q P ZL 8 pG 1 q. But δ 1 is an injective (hence completely isometric) -homomorphism, hence we obtain we get
On the other hand, Lemma 8.6 provides an injective˚-homomorphismθ : C r pG 2 q Ñ B r bB r , which, by construction, satisfies
where a 2 " pa π p Φpππ P ZL 8 pG 2 q. Therefore
From (8.2) and (8.3), we obtain
and by switching the roles of G 1 and G 2 , the reverse inequality must hold as well. Finally, we observe that complete positive definiteness is preserved by the bijection ZM cb ApG 1 q Q a 1 ÐÑ a 2 P ZM cb ApG 2 q, since L pa 1 q is unital complete contraction if and only L pa 2 q is.
Application: Approximation properties for free quantum groups
In this final section, our goal is to apply some of the techniques of the previous sections to study the Haagerup property and weak amenability for some examples of discrete free quantum groups. The main family of examples that we will consider are the free orthogonal quantum groups. This class of examples turns out to be the key to understanding all discrete free quantum groups. The main result we plan to discuss is the following:
). Let N ě 2, F P GL N pCq with FF P R1, and put FO F " x OF . Then the discrete quantum group FO F has the central Haagerup property and is centrally weakly amenable with ZΛ cb pFO F q " 1 Remark 9.2. The quantum group FO F is an example of a (discrete) free quantum group in the sense of [80] . In fact, as a consequence of a structure theorem of Wang [82] a general free quantum group turns out to be a free product of the form
where FU Q i :" y UQ i for some Q i P GL N i pCq and F j P GL N j pCq F jFj P R1. In fact, Theorem 9.1 is true for any free quantum group G of the above form. The key idea to proving the more general form of Theorem 9.1 is to first prove it for the special case as stated above, then extend to the FU Q case using a free product argument, and then get the general case with yet another free product argument. See [35, Section 5] for details. In summary, the study of FO F with FF P R1 is the crucial one. Remark 9.3. It is also worth mentioning that Theorem 9.1 has also been used together with monoidal equivalence and free product results from [36] and [35] to obtain analogous results for the discrete duals of quantum automorphism groups of finite dimensional C˚-algebras.
These results for quantum automorphism groups have, in turn, been used to prove central approximation properties for the discrete duals of free wreath products of compact quantum groups by quantum automorphism groups. See for example [57, 59, 41 
is unital and completely positive. It then follows that the linear functional
is a state, and hence extends to a stateψ P C u p p Gq˚. Setting ψ "ψ| ZC u p p Gq (which is a state on ZC u p p Gq), we obtain
Conversely, let ψ P ZC u p p Gq˚be a state. Then we can extend ψ to a stateψ P C u p p Gq˚(by the Hahn-Banach theorem). Letã " pã π q πPIrrp p Gq P L 8 pGq be given bỹ
Thenã is a normalized completely positive definite function on G (since ψ˝Ŝ is a state and L pãq " ppψ˝Ŝq b ιq∆ is unital and completely positive on Op p Gq, and this map is readily seen to factor through the quotient C u p p Gq Ñ Cp p Gq). Applying the averaging argument in the proof of Theorem 7.3 to the multiplierã, we obtain a new central normalized completely positive definite function a " pa π q πPIrrp p Gq given by
So, in order to prove the central Haagerup property for FO F in the unimodular case, we need to get our hands on ZC u pOF q. For this, we recall a few facts from Banica's seminal work [3] 
Moreover, if pµ k q kPN 0 denote the (dilated) type 2 Chebychev polynomials determined by the initial conditions and recursion µ 0 pxq " 1, µ 1 pxq " x, xµ k pxq " µ k`1 pxq`µ k´1 pxq pk ě 1q, (9.2) and q ď q 0 P p0, 1s are defined so that
then we have the following (quantum) dimension formulas for U k :
Using Theorem 9.5 we can obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 9.6. Let N ě 2 and let F P GL N pCq with FF "˘1 with FO F unimodular. Then there is a˚-isomorphism
where χ k is the character of the representation U k and µ k is the kth Chebychev polynomial defined above.
Proof. We have ZC u pOF q " C˚pχ k : k P N 0 q " C˚p1, χ 1 q, where the last equality follows from the self-conjugacy and fusion rules for the irreducible representations pU k q kPN 0 given by (9.1). Moreover, χ 1 is self-adjoint, so the Gelfand map yields a˚-isomorphism
where σpχ 1 q is the spectrum of χ 1 P C u pOF q. Since we also have also χ k " µ k pχ 1 q for each k ě 0, it remains to show that σpχ 1 q " r´N, Ns.
To this end, we first note that σpχ 1 q Ď r´N, Ns, since χ 1 " ř N i"1 u ii is a sum of N contractions. For the reverse inclusion, consider first the case where F " 1. Then there is a quotient map C u pOF q Ñ CpO N q (= the C˚-algebra of continuous functions on the orthogonal group O N ). This map sends χ 1 to the character χ P M 2l pO 2l q, pθ P Rq
In particular, χ 1 gets sent to the function θ Þ Ñ f pθq " TrpV pθqq " 2l cospθq, whose spectrum is r´2l, 2ls " r´N, Ns, completing the proof.
Combining Lemma 9.4 and Proposition 9.6, we immediately obtain the following characterization of completely positive definite functions on FO F in the unimodular case. This result was implicitly obtained in the F " 1 case in [12] . See also [25] for a nice treatment. We are almost ready to prove Theorem 9.1 in the unimodular case. The last ingredient we need is a remarkable result of Freslon, which gives polynomial bounds on the growth of the M cb ApFO F q-norm of the sequence of finite rank central projections p k P ZL 8 pFO F q corresponding to the irreducible representation U k of OF . The following theorem should be thought of as a quantum group analogue of Buchholz's operator-valued Haagerup inequality on free groups [17] and the resulting cb-norm estimates for projections onto the space of convolution operators on free groups supported on words of a fixed length [68, Section 9] .
Theorem 9.8 ( [43] ). Let N ě 3, F P GL N pCq with FF "˘1, and let 0 ă q ă 1 be such that TrpF˚F q " q`q´1. Let p k P ZL 8 pFO F q be the central projection corresponding to the k-th irreducible representation of OF . Then there is a constant Cpqq ą 0 so that
Proof of Theorem 9.1 (unimodular case). We can assume N ě 3, since N " 2 corresponds to SU˘1p2q, which are centrally amenable. For 2 ă s 0 ă s ă N, consider the Dirac measure on r´N, Ns supported at s. From Theorem 9.7, we obtain a net of normalized completely positive definite functions pa s q sPps 0 ăsăN q Ă ZM cb ApFO F q such that a k s " µ k psq µ k pNq pk P N 0 q. Since we also have that lim sÑN a s " 1 pointwise on N 0 , pa s q s 0 ăsăN is a bounded approximate identity for C 0 pFO F q. Therefore FO F has the central Haagerup property.
To prove that ZΛ cb pFO F q " 1, the idea is to use a standard technique of truncating the net pa s q s Ă ZM cb ApFO F q to obtain a net of finitely supported central elements of ApFO F q with the following properties: (1) they still converge pointwise to 1, and (2) we still have control over their M cb ApFO F q-norms.
To this end, for each s 0 ă s ă N and n P N define a s,n " Thus the net pa s q s 0 ăsăN can be approximated in the cb-multiplier norm by elements of ApFO F q. It is then a routine exercise to extract a net pa i q iPI from the family pa s,n q s,n such that a i Ñ 1 pointwise and lim sup i }a i } M cb ApFO F q " sup s }a s } M cb ApFO F q " 1. In particular, ZΛ cb pFO F q " 1.
9.2. Theorem 9.1 in the non-unimodular case. We now consider a general FO F with F P GL N pCq, N ě 2 and FF P R1. We start by recalling Corollary 8.3, which says that there is a unique q P r´1, 1szt0u such that the compact dual OF is monoidally equivalent to SU q p2q. Therefore it suffices by Theorem 8.4 to show that { SU q p2q has the central Haagerup property and ZΛ cb p { SU q p2qq " 1. But from the arguments in the previous section in the unimodular case, Theorem 8.4 already tells us that this is true for certain values of q. More precisely, we have Corollary 9.9 ([44]). Let q P r´1, 1szt0u be such that q`q´1 P Z. Then SU q p2q is monoidally equivalent to a Kac type OF quantum group for some F P GL N pCq satisfying FF P R1 and N " |q|`|q|´1. In particular, { SU q p2q has the central Haagerup property and Λ cb p { SU q p2qq " 1. Moreover, if q ‰˘1, the central Haageup property for Z { SU q p2q is implemented by the net of central multipliers pa s q s 0 ăsă|q|`|q|´1 P ZM cb Ap { SU q p2qq given by a k s " µ k psq µ k p|q|`|q|´1q pk P N 0 q.
Interpreting the multipliers pa s q s appearing in Corollary 9.9 in terms of the states on CpSU q p2qq " C u pSU q p2qq that they implement via the formula x Þ Ñ ψ s pxq " ǫpL pasq pxqq px P OpSU q p2qqq, this suggests that for any q P p´1, 1qzt0u, there ought to exist states pψ s q s 0 ăsă|q|`|q|´1 Ď CpSU q p2qq˚defined by
pwhere U k " ru k ij s is the kth irrep. of SU q p2qq. (9.4) It turns out that such states do indeed exist, as was shown by De Commer, Freslon and Yamashita in [35] . The main idea is to consider some˚-representations of CpSU q p2qq constructed by Voigt [81] in his study of the Baum-Connes conjecture for free orthogonal quantum groups. Let us outline the main ideas, referring the reader to [35, 81] for the details.
We begin by considering some representations of OpSU q p2qq. Given z P C, we can define an algebra homomorphism π z : OpSU q p2qq Ñ EndpOpSU q p2by π z pxqy " x p1q ypf 1´z ‹ Spx p2px, y P OpSU q p2qqq, where f 1´z : OpSU q p2qq Ñ C is the Woronowicz character and f 1´z ‹ x " pι b f 1´z q∆pxq. Using π z , we define a family of linear functionals ω z : OpSU q p2qq Ñ C; ω z pxq " ϕpπ z pxq1q " xπ z pxq1|1y L 2 pSUqp2qq .
A direct calculation (see [35, Proposition 10] ) shows that for any matrix element u k ij P OpSU q p2qq of the kth irreducible representation of SU q p2q, we have ω z pu k ij q " ϕpπ z pu k ij q1q " ϕppu k ij q p1q pf 1´z ‹ Sppu k ij q p2" δ ij µ k p|q|z`|q|´zq µ k p|q|`|q|´1q .
In particular, when z " t P p´1, 1q, the functional ω t has the desired form of (9.4) (just take ψ s " ω t with s " |q| t`| q|´t). Moreover, ω t turns out to be a state in this case: In [81, Section 4], it is shown that the unital˚-subalgebra OpSU q p2q{Tq " tx P OpSU q p2qq : pι b π T q∆pxq " x b 1u of polynomial functions on the standard Podles Sphere SU q p2q{T is invariant under each homomorphism π z . (Here, π T : CpSU q p2qq Ñ CpTq is the canonical quotient map associated to the quantum subgroup T). If z " t P p´1, 1q, [81, Lemma 4.3] shows that we can moreover deform the L 2 pSU q p2qq inner product on OpSU q p2q{Tq in a t-dependent way so that π t extends to˚-representation of CpSU q p2qq on H t , the Hilbert space completion of OpSU q p2q{Tq with respect to this new inner product. From the structure of this deformed inner product, it follows (see [35, Proposition] ) that the following formula holds: ω t pxq " ϕpπ t pxq1q " xπ t pxq1|1y Ht px P OpSU q p2qqq.
In particular, ω t (and thus also ψ s ) is always a state. Conclusion: { SU q p2q has the central Haagerup property.
To prove ZΛ cb p { SU q p2qq " 1, the idea is exactly the same as in the unimodular case: we need to truncate our net of normalized completely positive definite functions coming from the central Haagerup property in a cb-norm controlled way. Now, if q is such that SU q p2q happens to be monoidally equivalent to an OF for which Theorem 9.8 can be applied, then our truncation argument in the unimodular case carries over verbatim. For the remaining range of values of q (i.e., |q| near 1), we need another approach.
The alternate approach is in the spirit of the classical paper of Pytlik and Szwarc [70] , where one wants to show that the family of normalized completely positive definite functions pb t q tPp0,1q Ă ZM cb Ap { SU q p2qq associated to the above states ω t can be analytically continued to an analytic family S Q z Þ Ñ b z P ZM cb Ap { SU q p2qq, where S Ă C is a domain containing p´1, 1q Ă R. In [35, Theorem 11] , this is shown to be possible. It is moreover shown there that for |z| sufficiently small, b Using this last fact, together with the fact that b 3 t P ZM cb Ap { SU q p2qq is a normalized completely positive definite function with lim tÑ1 b
